Agency Bid Exception Approval (BEA) Request
Purchases for Items and Services Exceeding $7,500.00
6/28/19
Date of Request: _______________________________________________________________
Requesting Agency:

Attorney General (015)

Agency Authorization Name:
Agency Authorization Email:

Myrna Johnson
myrna.johnson@wyo.gov

Vendor Name (must match WOLFS or Contract):
Amount of Request: $

Forensic Logic LLC

25,600.00

Anticipated Term or One-Time Purchase:

2 yr subscription

New Contract, Amendment/Change Order, or Product:
OCIO Approval (if applicable):
Purpose:

Product

PUR-2019-3948

Subscription to LEAP Search software

Justification: Questions to consider: Why was this vendor chosen?Explain the type of
competitive process used(i.e. obtaining quotes, research for available vendor, etc.). If a
competitive process was not used, why has the agency determined the bid process is not
feasible? If the agency considers this a "sole source ",what research was done to determine no
other vendor could provide this item or service? If this is an amendment or change order,
explain what is changing (money, time, contractor's responsibilities, etc.).

FORENSIC LOGIC, LLC is the only entity that provides comprehensive access to over 1.5
billion law enforcement agency documents nationally. The result is a singular ability to access
data from over a 1,500+ contributing law enforcement agencies to help identify criminal
elements that move across regional jurisdictional lines to commit such crimes as burglaries,
firearm trafficking, narcotics trafficking, and human trafficking.
Since 2007, FORENSIC LOGIC, LLC has been and remains the sole owner, creator, developer
and operator of the LEAP Network, a secure, cloud-based information network where law
enforcement data from multiple local, state and federal law enforcement agencies is collected
into a national-scale data repository; and secure, internet-based information search, analysis and
collaboration tools are deployed to operate on the collected data for the benefit of law
enforcement personnel to apprehend criminals, disrupt criminal organizations, identify crime

Continued Justification:
trends and prevent criminal activity. Wyoming DCI has heard very complimentary comments
from other State Investigative agencies that utilize Forensic Logic products.

